Usefulness of close observation with non-magnified blue laser imaging for determining cold polypectomy indications.
To examine the usefulness of non-magnified close observation with blue laser imaging (BLI) using a colonoscope with close observation capability in determining indications for cold polypectomy. We conducted an image evaluation study on 100 consecutive colorectal lesions of 10 mm or less which were observed endoscopically without magnification using BLI mode prior to treatment. Two experts and two non-experts reviewed the images using the Japan NBI expert team (JNET) classification and the diagnostic accuracy was analyzed. The final pathological diagnoses of the 100 lesions were hyperplastic/sessile serrated polyp (HP/SSP), low grade dysplasia (LGD), high grade dysplasia (HGD) and deep submucosal invasive cancer (dSM), respectively, in 12, 79, 9 and 0 lesions. When JNET classification type 1 corresponds to HP/SSP; 2A to LGD; 2B to HGD; and 3 to dSM; the overall diagnostic accuracy was 84.3%. Accuracy was 90.5% for experts and 78.0% for non-experts. High confidence rate was 67.5% for experts and 48.0% for non-experts. In diagnostic accuracy for HGD, the sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV were, respectively, 77.8%, 98.9%, 87.5% and 97.8% for experts; and 66.6%, 92.3%, 46.2% and 96.6% for non-experts. The diagnostic accuracy of unmagnified close observation with BLI using a colonoscope with close observation capability is similar to that reported for magnifying endoscopy and is useful in predicting the histological diagnosis of colorectal polyps of 10 mm or less although the effectiveness may be limited for non-experts. This modality is a potentially useful tool in deciding indications for cold polypectomy.